Histological evaluation of esophageal mucosa in children with acid gastroesophageal reflux
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Abstract: AIM: histological evaluation of esophageal mucosa in children, with regard to the duration of primary acid gastroesophageal reflux (GER) and acid GER secondary to cow's milk allergy and/or other food allergy (CMA/FA) (prospective study). MATERIAL AND METHODS: 264 children of both sexes suspected of GER were enrolled in the study. The age of examined children was 1.5-102 months, mean age 20.78±17.23 months. Pathological acid GER was confirmed with pH-monitoring in 138 children (52.3%). Taking into consideration complex differential diagnosis, including oral food challenge test with potentially noxious nutrient (open or blind study), children were assigned into study groups 1 and 2 (primary and secondary GER). Group 1: 76 patients (28.8%) aged 4-102 months (x=25.2±27.28 months) with primary GER. Group 2: 62 patients (23.5%) aged 4-74 months (x=21.53±17.79 months) with GER secondary to CMA/FA. Children with GERD underwent preliminary and control (after 1 year and 2 years of GERD diagnosis) endoscopic examination of the upper gastrointestinal tract. RESULTS: Intensity of esophagitis was assessed initially in 25 children from group 1 (32.9%), in 29 children from group 2 (46.8%), and in 9 children from group 3 – reference group (28.1%). Histological evaluation revealed infiltration of inflammatory cells, mainly neutrophils and intraepithelial lymphocytes, and also eosinophils in 10 children (13.2%) with primary GER. Infiltration of eosinophils and lymphocytes was found in 5 children (8.1%) with secondary GER. In 8 children (25.0%) with food allergy there were only lymphocytes. Infiltration of neutrophils and lymphocytes and basal zone hyperplasia or infiltration of eosinophils and lymphocytes with elongation of lamina propria papillae was found in 10 children (13.1%) with primary GER and in 20 children (32.2%) with secondary GER. Differentiation of particular types of inflammatory cells in mucosal infiltration characterized histological picture in the following way: neutrophils in 21 children (27.6%) with primary GER, eosinophils in 22 children (35.5%) with secondary GER, lymphocytes in 15 children (19.7%) in children with primary GER and in 15 children (24.2%) with secondary GER. Histological examination of esophageal mucosa after 1 and 2 years of clinical observation and periodical conservative treatment in children with primary and secondary GER revealed significant alleviation of inflammatory abnormalities (with regard to the type of abnormalities and the number of particular types of inflammatory cells). CONCLUSIONS: The value of histological findings obtained in own studies comprises the role of food allergy in pathogenesis of GER and is related to GER's contribution, both direct (primary reflux) and indirect (secondary reflux), to triggering of morphological results and clinical outcomes of esophagitis.
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Introduction

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is defined as chronic or recurrent ailments due to pathological return of stomach contents back up into the esophagus and/or damage of esophageal mucousa [1-4]. Diagnost procedure of key importance for diagnosis of acid gastroesophageal reflux (GER) is still 24-hour pH-monitoring [5,6].

The diagnosis of esophagitis in patients with acid GER confirmed with pH-monitoring, with aggravated reflux symptoms, should be based on endoscopy. However, different authors (Biller, Shub, Fyderek et al.) suggest that in almost half of such patients (40-
50%) there are no macroscopic inflammatory abnormalities in esophageal mucosa, and inflammation is even less common (30-40%) in histopathological evaluation [7-12].

The prevalence of reflux esophagitis is 2-5% in population at developmental age and appears in 48-79% patients with primary GER [4].

Etiopathogenesis and complications of GERD are complex and depend on various agents. This contributes to such a low percentage of diagnosed esophagitis in children and adults [4]. The most important agent in children is primary anatomical immaturity or functional inefficiency of lower esophageal sphincter (LES) and other parts of anti-reflux barrier [4,10-12]. An additional factor in children, regardless of their age, and very often coexisting with GER is food allergy [1,2,13-15].

Food allergy has been diagnosed more often in the past decade and accounts for 2-8% in children's population and for 1-2% in adults [16,17]. Although it is the most common in infants and the youngest children (0-3 years of age) and resolves during the first years of life [18], Bishop et al. [19], Tikkonen et al. [20] and our centre [18] report that about 20-50% of older children have clinical symptoms of persistent food allergy.

Although the etiopathogenetic relationship between acid GER and food allergy during developmental period is still underestimated, it was confirmed in literature and also in own studies [1,2,12,14,15,21-25]. Hill et al. [25] reported that 6% of the youngest patients with cow's milk allergy had clinical symptoms of GER. Own studies confirmed the coexistence of cow's milk allergy and acid GER in 23.5-44.9% of patients of various age [12,22]. Similar findings were obtained by Italian authors before [21-24].

If the etiopathogenetic contribution of food allergy to secondary reflux is suspected, the cause-and-effect relationship is established on the basis of resolution of reflux symptoms after elimination of noxious nutrients from diet – cow's milk and its derivatives in younger children and other food in older children with reflux.

When similar reflux symptoms appear after oral food challenge test 4-6 weeks later, the interdependence of GER and food allergy is confirmed [2,13,21-24].

Food allergy with typical reflux symptoms provides specific endoscopic and histological pictures of mucosa of upper gastrointestinal tract [14,16,25,26]. This is still the object of numerous studies on the youngest children with food hypersensitivity and GER, whereas in older children with persistent allergy [1,13,14,16,22,25,27,28].

The aim of this study was histological evaluation of esophageal mucosa in children with regard to the duration of primary acid gastroesophageal reflux and acid reflux secondary to cow's milk allergy and/or other food allergy (CMA/FA) (prospective study).

**Material and methods**

**Patients.** 264 children suspected of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) of both sexes, 140 boys (53.0%) and 124 girls (47.0%) underwent 24-hour esophageal pH-monitoring [5,6]. The age of examined children was 1.5-102 months, mean age 20.7±17.23 months.

Taking into consideration findings of 24-hour pH-monitoring [5,6] GER was diagnosed in 138 children (52.3%). Taking into account complex differential diagnosis [1,2], especially immunoallergological examinations, including elimination of noxious nutrient, oral food challenge test (biological open or blind study), and the analysis of nutrition in these children [6,13,21-24], reflux was differentiated into primary and secondary (groups 1 and 2).

Group 1: 76 patients (28.8%), of both sexes, 39 boys (14.8%), 37 girls (14.0%), aged 4-102 months (mean age=25.2±27.28 months) with primary GER.

Group 2: 62 patients (23.5%), of both sexes, 33 boys (12.5%), 29 girls (11.0%), aged 4-74 months (mean age=21.53±17.79 months) with GER secondary to CMA/FA.

Group 3 – reference group was made of patients chosen out of 126 patients (47.7%) with symptoms suggestive of GERD, with acid GER not confirmed. The group consisted of 32 children (12.1%) of both sexes (19 boys – 7.2%, 13 girls – 4.9%), aged 7-69 months (mean age 23.7±12.63 months) with symptoms suggestive of cow's milk allergy and or other food allergy (CMA/FA).

The remaining 94 patients (35.6%), of various age, with symptoms suggestive of GER, who neither have reflux [5,6], nor allergy [1,2,6,13] confirmed to be the cause of ailments, were excluded from the clinical analysis.

**Endoscopy of the upper gastrointestinal tract** [4,9,29-31].

Endoscopy was performed with XP 20 or N30 endoscope by Olympus under general anesthesia (under supervision of an anesthesiologist). 170 children (64.4%) of 264 patients suspected of GERD underwent gastroscopy. Significantly aggravated clinical symptoms (typical – of gastrointestinal tract and/or atypical – of respiratory system) were an indication to perform such examination.

Initial macroscopic and histological evaluation of esophageal mucosa (at diagnosis) was performed in 138 children with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD): in 76 children with primary acid GER (group 1) and in 62 children with secondary GER (group 2).

Endoscopic evaluation of the upper gastrointestinal tract was repeated during clinical observation period and periodical conservative treatment.

Macroscopic and histological findings of esophageal mucosa were evaluated in the following way:

• in 25 children after 1 year and in 9 children of this group after 2 years of clinical observation and periodical anti-reflux treatment (primary reflux)
• in 29 children after 1 year and in 4 children of this group after 2 years of clinical observation and periodical combined treatment: anti-allergic and anti-reflux (secondary reflux)
• 32 children with CMA/FA (group 3 – reference group) underwent preliminary endoscopy – before treatment. 9 of these children had control endoscopy after 1 year of clinical observation and periodically administered conservative treatment.

The character and morphology of esophageal mucosa was defined on the basis of macroscopic Savara-Miller classification [32], modified by Ollyo et al. [33], in force during the study.

• 0 degree – normal mucosa,
• I degree – mild erythema and fragility of mucosa (dubious inflammation),
• II degree – singular erythematous erosion and/or erythematous-exudative erosion on a single fold,
• III degree – numerous erosions affecting multiple folds of the circumference of esophagus,
The statistical analysis of the results comprised arithmetical mean, standard deviation, minimal and maximum values and median – for measurable features, and quantitative percentage distribution for qualitative features. To compare the groups, features compatible with normal distribution (assessed with Kolmogorov compatibility test) were assessed together with the post hoc Bonferroni one-way analysis of variance. Features non-compatible with the distribution underwent Kruskal-Wallis test and Mann-Whitney test was applied if the differences were statistically significant. Statistical significance was p<0.05. Calculations were performed with the help of statistical package SPSS12.0 PL.

Results

138 children, with acid GER confirmed with 24-hour pH monitoring (group 1 and 2), underwent gastroscopy in order to confirm or rule out esophagitis. 54 of these 138 children (39.1%) had inflammation of esophageal mucosa of various intensity found in endoscopy (in both macroscopic and histological assessment). Out of 32 children with CMA/FA (group 3 – reference group) with acid GER not confirmed with pH monitoring, 9 (28.1%) had inflammation of esophageal mucosa of 1st degree in endoscopy.

Histological evaluation of esophageal mucosa (Table 1)

The intensity of inflammation of esophageal mucosa was initially evaluated in 25 children (32.9%) from group 1 (Figure 1, 2), in 29 children (46.8%) from group 2 (Figure 3, 4) and in 9 patients (28.1%) from group 3.

Variant 1. Inflammatory cells infiltration, mainly neutrophils and intraepithelial lymphocytes, sometimes eosinophils in 10 children (13.2%) with primary reflux. Infiltration of eosinophils and lymphocytes in 5 patients (8.1%) with secondary reflux. In 8 children (25.0%) with food allergy and with inflammation of esophageal mucosa of 1st degree only intraepithelial lymphocytes.

Variant 2. Infiltration of neutrophils and intraepithelial lymphocytes with basal zone hyperplasia or infiltration of eosinophils and lymphocytes with elongation of lamina propria papillae in 10 children (13.1%) with primary reflux and in 20 children (32.2%) with secondary reflux.

Variant 3. Specified types of histological abnormalities were present in 5 children (6.6%) with primary reflux and in 4 children (6.5%) with secondary reflux.

Variant 4. Only in one 6-year-old child (1.3%) with primary reflux (group 1) there was columnar epithelium (intestinal) in mucosa typical for Barrett's esophagus with all histological abnormalities evaluated.

Histological evaluation after 1 year of conservative treatment (Table 1)

Histological abnormalities of esophageal mucosa were present in 27 children (15.9%) with reflux esophagitis.
13 children in group 1, 12 children in group 2 and 2 children in group 3. Neutrophils and lymphocytes were only found in 2 patients (2.6%) with primary reflux, whereas eosinophils and lymphocytes in 5 children (8.1%) with secondary reflux (variant 1). Lymphocytes and neutrophils (occasionally eosinophils) with basal zone hyperplasia or eosinophils and lymphocytes with elongation of lamina propria papillae were found in 5 children (6.6%) with primary reflux and in 3 children (4.8%) with secondary reflux (variant 2 or 3). These types of histological changes were present in 4 children (5.3%) with primary reflux. Among these patients there were: 1 child (1.3%) with Barrett esophagus and 1 child (1.6%) with reflux secondary to allergy.

**Histological evaluation after 2 years of conservative treatment (Table 1)**

After 2 years of conservative treatment histological abnormalities in esophageal mucosa were present in 6 children (3.5%) of 13 patients from the examined groups i.a. 9 patients from group 1 and 4 patients from group 2. Eosinophils and/or lymphocytes were found in 3 children (4.8%) with reflux secondary to allergy (group 2).
Intraepithelial lymphocytes and basal zone hyperplasia coexisting with metaplastic columnar epithelium, typical for Barrett’s esophagus were present in only 1 child (1.3%) with primary reflux (group 1) (still the same patient).

The differentiation of particular types of inflammatory cells in infiltration, which characterize histological abnormalities of esophagitis diagnosed initially in children in groups 1, 2 and 3 is classified in the following way (Table 2):

- neutrophils were present in 21 children (27.6%) with primary reflux and in 2 children (3.2%) with secondary reflux
- eosinophils were present in 22 children (35.5%) with secondary reflux, in 4 children (5.3%) with primary reflux and in 4 children (12.5%) with food allergy;
- intraepithelial lymphocytes were present with similar incidence in groups 1 and 2: in 15 children (19.7%) with primary reflux and in 15 children (24.2%) with secondary reflux, respectively, and in 8 children (25.0%) with food allergy (group 3).

After 1-year-treatment of gastroesophageal reflux, the characteristic of cells in esophageal mucosa in children in group 1 and 2 presented as fol-
Table 1. Histological characteristics of inflammation of esophageal mucosa in 138 children with primary and secondary acid GER and in 32 children with CMA/FA (prospective study).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups of examined children</th>
<th>Before treatment (0) N (%)</th>
<th>After 1-year treatment N (%)</th>
<th>After 2-year treatment N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examinations with esophagitis</td>
<td>25 (32.9)</td>
<td>10 (13.2)</td>
<td>7 (9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular infiltration only</td>
<td>29 (46.8)</td>
<td>5 (8.1)</td>
<td>11 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular infiltration + basal zone hyperplasia</td>
<td>8 (12.0)</td>
<td>3 (4.4)</td>
<td>1 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular infiltration + elongation of limina propria</td>
<td>10 (15.0)</td>
<td>1 (1.5)</td>
<td>1 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular infiltration + all types of histological abnormalities</td>
<td>12 (18.1)</td>
<td>7 (10.7)</td>
<td>5 (7.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1 child (1.3%) with concomitant histological changes typical for Barrett's esophagus

Therefore, evaluation of reflux focuses on effects that hydrochloric acid has on esophageal mucosa and its damage.

In children with GER and its adverse outcomes (morphological and clinical), regardless of their age, the etiopathogenetic influence of food hypersensitivity has been emphasized lately since it has negative influence on gastrointestinal tract motility [1,2,12,14,15,21-25].

Ravelli et al. [40] reported that oral food challenge test with cow's milk in infants allergic to cow's milk led to bradygastric and delayed gastric emptying.

Delayed emptying results in stretching stomach walls and activatesafferent fibers of vagus nerve resulting in excessive relaxation of LES [40].

In Poland, Kaczmarski et al. [12,15,22] reported similar observations suggesting food hypersensitivity to be the triggering factor of GER [12,15,22]. They confirmed harmful contribution of some food (cow's milk proteins, soy milk, citrus fruit and other products) and suggested pathogenetic outcomes of this hypersensitivity in esophageal mucosa and stomach such as hyperaemia, oedema, erosions, and clinical symptoms such as abdominal pains.
Relaxation of LES and low esophageal pH due to allergen administration were also the cause of atypical symptoms of GER such as obstructive bronchopneumonia in these children [15,22].

In own studies, similarly to reports of Staiano et al. [24], in children with intensified clinical symptoms of reflux, esophagitis was diagnosed on the basis of intraesophageal pH-monitoring, which confirmed the acidity of reflux and the outcomes of esophageal mucosa damage in endoscopy and histopathological evaluation.

Food allergy was considered the cause of acid GER (secondary reflux) on the basis of elimination of cow's milk and/or other noxious food from children's diet – if the reflux symptoms resolved and reappeared after oral food challenge test 4-6 weeks later (biological food trial) [2,13,14,21-24].

GERD was diagnosed in 138 children after intraesophageal pH-monitoring and oral food challenge test. In 76 patients (55.1%) it was primary reflux and in 72 patients (44.9%) reflux secondary to CMA/FA. Esophagitis was diagnosed in 54 children (39.1%) in initial endoscopy – 25 children with primary reflux (32.9%) and 29 children with secondary reflux (46.8%).

Pathophysiological background of mucosal inflammation in GERD comprises in the first place anatomical immaturity and/or functional impairment of particular parts of antireflux barrier, especially lower esophageal sphincter (LES), irrespective of the cause of reflux (primary or secondary).

Spontaneous transient relaxation of LES, considered the main pathogenetic mechanism of reflux, does not play the key role in patients with secondary reflux associated with food allergy [4,5,9,14,15,21-24].

Presumably due to chronic allergization of upper gastrointestinal tract with noxious nutrient, its motility is disturbed on the level of gastroesophageal junction resulting in long-lasting inefficiency of LES [14,15, 21,25,41].

Taking into consideration the influence of various stimuli such as nutritive, humoral, nervous stimuli on the control of LES, we registered constantly lower values of resting LES pressure in children with secondary reflux than in children with primary reflux. However the differences in LES pressure between the groups were not statistically significant (p=0.088) (the results are prepared to be published).

Since there are neither endoscopic nor histological proves for mucosal inflammation in 61% of children with active GERD, it is possible that other anti-reflux mechanisms such as esophageal corpus motility, epithelium's resistance to chronic chemical damage, control of hydrochloric acid secretion in stomach, gastric emptying or esophageal emptying are more efficient.

The type of macroscopic abnormalities defining morphological effects of reflux esophagitis was different in both groups in preliminary study. The prevalence of esophagitis of high intensity (3rd or 4th degree) was comparable in both groups, and esophagi-

### Table 2. Characteristic of histological abnormalities of inflammation of esophageal mucosa including particular inflammatory cell types in 138 children with primary and secondary acid GER, and in 32 children with CMA/FA (prospective study).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups of examined children</th>
<th>Types of inflammatory cells characteristic for histological abnormalities in inflammation of esophageal mucosa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before treatment (0) N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with esophagitis</td>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 primary GER N=76</td>
<td>25 (32.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 GER secondary to CMA/FA N=62</td>
<td>29 (46.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL N=138 (100.0 %)</td>
<td>54 (39.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3 – reference group CMA/FA N=32</td>
<td>9 (28.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
* in 1 child (1,3 %) with Barrett's esophagus
clinical gastroesophageal reflux disease (GER) is a common gastroenterologic condition in children. According to the European Society for Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition (ESPGHAN) guidelines, GER is defined as a condition in which the normal barrier against reflux is not maintained. The prevalence of GER in children varies widely, ranging from 10% to 50%, depending on the population studied and the diagnostic criteria used. GER is more common in infants and young children, and the prevalence decreases with age. GER is caused by failure of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES) to maintain a pressure gradient sufficient to prevent backflow of gastric contents into the esophagus. The LES pressure is lower in children than in adults, and this is believed to contribute to the higher prevalence of GER in children. The LES is controlled by a combination of suction and muscle tone, with the muscle tone being the primary determinant of LES pressure. The muscle tone of the LES is influenced by a variety of factors, including the size of the esophagus, the length of the esophagus, and the integrity of the LES. In children with GER, the LES is often found to be underdeveloped or hypotonic, resulting in a lower pressure gradient and increased reflux. GER can be divided into two main types: gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and esophageal reflux disease (GERE). GERD is characterized by symptoms such as heartburn, regurgitation, and dysphagia, and is associated with a higher prevalence of esophageal mucosal injury, such as esophagitis and Barrett's esophagus. GERE is characterized by symptoms such as respiratory symptoms, ear, nose, and throat symptoms, and is associated with a higher prevalence of GER-induced respiratory symptoms. The diagnosis of GER is typically made by endoscopy, with a positive result indicating GER. The presence of higher number of eosinophils (>7-15/hpf) could suggest inflammation due to reflux secondary to food allergy. The high number of eosinophils is more likely to suggest primary eosinophilic inflammation of mucosa of stomach and/or intestines. Moreover, own studies show that expanded diagnostics towards food allergy is justified especially in those patients who have allergy in family history and/or positive results of allergological tests.

In both groups in endoscopy (macroscopic picture) inflammatory changes were observed in 9 children from group 1 and 4 children from group 2. In group with primary reflux esophagitis of 2nd degree was observed macroscopically in 3 children, and in 1 8-year-old child with Barrett's esophagus single neutrophils and lymphocytes were observed. In group with secondary reflux esophagitis of 1st degree was observed macroscopically in 3 children. Histological evaluation showed some eosinophils in both groups after 1 year of conservative treatment (anti-reflux and/or anti-allergic) showed that inflammatory changes were also less intense. In group with primary reflux only in 11 children (13.5%) lymphocytes were predominant in 100%, neutrophils were present in half of the children from this group. In group with secondary reflux in 9 children (14.5%) eosinophils in histological evaluation were present in 89% and/or lymphocytes in 78%.

Variable number of intraepithelial eosinophils in esophagus of young people and children in microscopic assessment has been used to differentiate eosinophilic reflux esophagitis by some authors – Spergel, Attwood, Justinish, Walsh et al. [41,45-47]. They decided that over 20 eosinophils in high power field (hpf) in esophageal mucosa is the morphologic indicator of eosinophilic inflammation of esophagus only or the total gastrointestinal tract [41,45-47]. In De Angelis, Spergel, Orenstein, Rothenberga et al. [31,41,42,48], and own studies quantitative assessment of inflammatory cells in biopsy specimens of mucosa especially of distal esophagus could be the diagnostic criterion and help to differentiate reflux into primary and secondary to CMA/FA or eosinophilic mucosal inflammation.

The presence of 1-5 eosinophils in mucosa could suggest esophagitis due to primary reflux. Therefore the presence of higher number of eosinophils (>7-15/hpf) could suggest inflammation due to reflux secondary to food allergy. The high number of eosinophils is more likely to suggest primary eosinophilic inflammation of mucosa of stomach and/or intestines.
Histological evaluation of esophageal mucosa in children with GER

In patients with GER who had food allergy (group 2) it was advisable to administer anti-allergic treatment together with anti-reflux treatment. Positive effect achieved due to treatment enriched with eliminatory diet and anti-allergic drugs suggests allergy to be the cause of secondary reflux with its negative complications [2,12,14,22,31].

The value of histological results obtained in own studies comprises the proven role of food allergy in pathogenesis of GER and direct influence of GER (primary reflux) or indirect influence of reflux (secondary reflux) on morphological and clinical results of esophagitis.
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cal assessment (microscopic picture). These children were dismissed from regular endoscopic control. Only one child with Barrett’s esophagus was obliged to undergo control endoscopy (group 1).

It should be emphasized that there was a positive correlation of the results of endoscopic and histological evaluation in both groups at diagnosis of esophagitis— in group 1 (r=0.5581; p=0.0034), in group 2 (r=0.6037; p=0.0022). There was no such correlation in control studies. Similar results in endoscopic and histological evaluation were reported by Czerwonka-Szaflarska et al. [49].

In conclusion, on the basis of consecutive endoscopic and histological assessments performed periodically in our department in children with primary and secondary reflux (prospective study) we observed gradual resolution of the morphological outcomes of reflux esophagitis.

After 1 year of clinical observation and periodical conservative treatment in children with esophagitis, significant improvement was obtained in 48% of children from group with primary reflux and in 58.6% of children from group with secondary reflux. After 2 years, the improvement was observed in 88% and 89.7% in group with primary reflux and in group with secondary reflux, respectively.

Other authors did not observe the progression of GERD diagnosed at developmental age. Ollyo et al. [49] reported further progression of the disease in 23% of patients with erosive esophagitis, improvement in 31% of children and spontaneous resolution in 46% of patients. Tolia et al. [50] in the study on children with erosive esophagitis showed improvement in 78% of patients after 8-week anti-reflux treatment, and in 100% of patients after 12 weeks. Wakil et al. [51] reported resolution of reflux esophagitis in 54.2%-87.9% of patients after 6-month conservative treatment.

The duration of inflammation of esophageal mucosa and its morphological outcomes evaluated after 2 years of clinical observation and periodically administered treatment in selected patients was comparable between the groups. However, the duration of clinical outcomes of esophagitis in these patients was differentiated between the groups and depended on the type of administered treatment and its effectiveness.

Selection of proper and effective treatment in both groups resulted from the diagnosis or disqualification of active allergy in these patients. Allergy, if not diagnosed on time, resulted in preservation of morphological changes in mucosa and had influence on chronic character, persistence and recurrence of reflux symptoms related to the advanced stage of inflammation and significantly diminished the effects of improperly chosen anti-reflux treatment, which did not considered allergy.